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Absence of PA system dangerous 
When the blizzard hit Missoula on need for continuous information to stu- would have happened if a fire suddenly 

Jan. 15, and put ·schools in an emergency dents. -While standing waiting for their struck Hellgate? Since everybody ignores 
situation, the fact that Hellgate needs a busses more rumors circulated amongst them, fire drills would not do the trick. 
public address (PA) system became ap- the students. "The bridges have been There would hardly be time to run up and 
parent. In a matter of a couple hours, closed", "trees blocking the road to my down the halls shouting "Fire, fire", let 
temperatures dropped, the wind chill fac- house", "our bus isn't coming", and even alone time to issue a bulletin. If time was 
tor rose and sleet and snow made visibil- "we'll have to spend the night , here". important, Hellgate would be out of luck. 
ity virtually impossible. During this time Some of these things may have been true The cost of a PA system should be 
it was obvious that rumor travels faster at different times, but the situation was greatly overlooked when considering its 
than the bulletin. always changing. The lack of information necessity. Hellgate should have some sort 

While the emergency bulletin was to students caused undue fright and panic. of system that could broadcast informa
being typed, ran off and finally issued to In the case of a blizzard a PA system tion in a speedy and continous manner. It 
teachers at the beginning of the fifth pe- would certainly have been convenient but could even be used to announce the daily 
riod, Hellgate was buzzing with verbal ac- looked in light of another kind of emer- bulletin or broadcast music during lunch 
tivity. Students would look out the win- gency, a PA system is essential. With the If only for emergency use, and if only in 
dow and see the problem but they really blizzard, a PA system would have the halls and not the class rooms, a PA 
didn't know what was going on "offi- provided the continous information need- system should be installed at Hellgate. (The 
cially". Tales to various proportions circu- ed and could have put a stop to rumors. It other two schools have PA systems.) 
lated the school as to whether school would also have helped to find people and MCHS .have had disasters for three 
would be called off. relay messages from parents. But the consecutive years that closed schools. It's 

A PA system would be much more ef- emergency was only a matter of battling anybody's guess if Hellgate will ever have 
ficient in emergency situations than quick safety and not time (assuming that the the proper means to handle emergencies. 
bulletins. The fact is, not only was the blizzard could not get much worse and the 
spot bulletin slow, but there was sinlply a students were safe in the building). What Alise Rudio 

Education threatened by censorship 
By Martha Roberts 
Editorials Editor 

The rise of conservatism in the 
United States is causing a new 
threat to the basic rights of stu
dents, in grade schools uad high 
schools across the country. 
· Judith Krug, director of the 
American Library Association's 
office for Intellectual Freedom, 
reports that protests by local 
groups against books have trip
led in the past year. Book that 
have been banned are inrlude 

such classics as: Huckleberry 
Finn, A Farewell to Arms, and 
The Catcher in the Rye. More 
recently written books such as : 
Jaws, Kramer vs. Kramer, One 
Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest, 
The Thornbirds and Stuart Little 
have also been removed form 
schol libraries. 

'e could almost laugh after 
.a1mg that DICTIONARIES, 

defining "bed" as a verb, have 
affio become the targets of cen
sorship. (This includes the 
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Amencan Heritage Dictionary 
used by Hellgate's English 
classes.) The fact is, censorship 
is very alarming. What right 
does ANY adult have (parent or 
otherwise) to decide what stu
dents should and should not 
read? It is our right as Ameri
cans to read and to write what 
we like. Restricting students 
from reading certain books , 
restricts their education and un
derstanding of the outside 
world. Censorship inflicts- the 

letters 
to the editor 

Yes soccer! 
To the editor: 

I've been keeping up with the 
movement of soccer in Montana. 
And the article, Athletic issues 
before board, prompted me to 
write this reaction. 

Montana makes me sick (espe
cially Missoula) when I think of 
sports. Don't people get sick of 
the constant barrage of football 
and basketball? I can't believe 
the way people have put up with 
it. Put some kick into sports, 
MCHS Board, and approve 
soccer. The reasons are: It's 
cheap compared to the other 
sports, a great backing from the 
community, and a huge turnout 
of superb soccer players! ! ! ! 

If Montana gets soccer in the 
Spring, I can guarantee that the 
Missoula Hellgate trophy case 
will house the first AA State 
Soccer trophy ever. HISTORY 
WILL BE MADE!!!!! 

Curtis Beelman 
~nior 

'morals '' of others on today's 
youth, without giving us the 
choice to educate ourselves and 
then make our own decisions. 

Books containing information 
about evolution, portraying un
traditional lifestyles and dealing 
with sex are the common targets 
for censorship. Apparently, 
people are afraid that students 
might judge evolution to be 
more logical than creationism. 
The censorship of Our Bodies 
Ourselves, shows the fear adults 

Story copied 
- the Editor: 

·- I read Julie Burk's article 
on swearing (Lance, January 13, 
page 7), I noticed that it was re
markably similar to an article I 
had read about a month earlier 
in the ma_gazine, Time. On _pa_ge 

77 of the December 14 issue of 
Time is an article on swearing. 

Unless Julie Burk writes for 
Time under the pseudonym of 
John Leo, the similarities I 
noticed are a blatant case of pla
giarism. 75% of Miss Burk's ar
ticle is copied directly from the 
article in Time. There is no hint 
of attribution to the original 
writer in Miss Burk's article. 

Hellgate High School deserves 
better. 
Karen Jenni, 
Senior 

Editor's note: The Lance 
regrets having overlooked Julie 
Burk's lack of attribution in her 
feature on swearing to John 
Leo's article on swearing in the 
Dec. 14, issue of Time. The 
Lance felt justified, however, in 
running the story since it had 
some local sources and a local 
angle .t~ it. 

have of exposing youth to sex. 
How are students expected to 
understand sex and to develop 
their own attitudes and ethical 
views towards it, if they aren't 
permitted to at least read about 
it? 

No one should be permitted to 
impose their own religious or 
ethical views on someone else. 
This includes people of all ages. 
The democracy of our country is 
based on the theory that each 
person has a say in the decisions 
of his or her own life and coun
try. In order to make good deci
sions, we must be educated. 
Censorship of what we read 
destroys our right to a full edu
cation. 
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